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Proactive and humble;
Know how to work alone and in group;
Be on time, not afraid of a long working day
Open to challenge, wanting to learn from and with others;
Ready to act fast and precise according to the instruction
provided;
Not afraid of making mistakes or not knowing once and
learning from that;
Able to listen and accept differences;
Connected with dance, performance and community art
projects;
Like to know people in an international community.

 Age: 20/28 years old

VOLUNTEER
PROFILE



Ready to help; 
Positive  and transparent attitude;
Willing to take responsibility; 
Find solutions, do a lot with 0 euros;
Pay attention to the details;
Do not stop at half work, finalize until the end (and a bit
more)
Experience in volunteering 
Basic knowledge of Spanish and English.
Ready to experience different things (Yoga, Creation.,
Permaculture, Dragon dreaming, etc.)
Able to follow TUDANZAS's ethical code.

VOLUNTEER
PROFILE



A project directed to young people that aims to include a
young European volunteer in a platform that generates
artistic-social projects that promote the collective social
interaction through art as a common good.

Throughout this experience, the young volunteer will support
more specifically the cultural management and production of
TUDANZAS initiatives: TUDANZAS Social Festival; Community
Art Projects with locals; community residencies with
international artists; trainings on cultural management.

DURATION:  7 months  ( 2 months Test)
LOCAL: Barrio Sant Pere, Santa Caterina La Ribera -
Barcelona 

TDZ- Larga duración/ Gestión cultural

PROJECT
RESUME



Social Community Art Market;
TUDANZAS Social Festival;
Community Art Gallery;
TDZ-X Talks;
Laboratories of creation TUDANZAS;
Community Dance/Art Projects.

MAIN ACTIVITIES:

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION



Support for the organization and weekly cleaning of the TUDANZAS
space;
Monitoring of weekly tasks; Weekly evaluation form; 
Daily form of gratitude;
 Weekly team meeting; 
Tudanzas Blog - TUDANZAS ESC EXPERIENCE; 
Dissemination and publicity of its activity in the RSS (daily
instastories);
Get to know team and neighbourhood members (TUDANZAS partners); 
Attend TUDANZAS theoretical and physical training; 
Training and group cohesion activities to empower the TUDANZAS
community and individuals surround (community arts projects,
permaculture activities, etc.)
Organization of talks and meetings to disseminate their TUDANZAS
volunteer experience;
Support for the development of "user orientation" manuals to facilitate
the work of the team; Develop a personal project (Not mandatory)

GENERAL TASKS:

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION



Support for the publicity and dissemination of the values of
TUDANZAS with the neighbors of the neighborhood and the
people who surround;
Merchandising and accounting support: 
Support in the management and control of pre and post-
production of projects;
Programming support through the Gantt diagram of weekly,
monthly and annual tasks;
Support in organizing materials for artists, volunteers,
trainees, humanitarian workers, etc.
Support for the production of crowdfunding campaigns;

SPECIFIC TASKS (Cultural Management):

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION



Support for the updating and revitalization of the TUDANZAS
network;
Support for the compilation of audiovisual material (for
example, artist’s book of the Social Festival; 
Support in managing relationships with people during
meetings, events, festivals; 
Support to the Space Logistics Organization; 
Support networking work with TUDANZAS partners and
humanitarian workers.

ACTIVITY
DESCRIPTION



Pocket money and food money or food is provided.
Accommodation: The volunteer have a room in the house
tudanzas. 
Travel money: travel expenses will be covered up to a
maximum of 275 € after the end of al duties of the activity.

PRACTICAL
ARRANGEMENTS



Ana Leitao: Choreographer, president and creator of the Social
Festival TUDANZAS, Barcelona, Spain. Doctoral student in Dance
Studies.

Bruna Alves: Psicologist, Mestrada in systematic clinical
psychology and with initial training in plastic arts. 

Edgar Campos: Teacher, Graduated in Humanities at the Pompeu
Fabra University and is the current secretary and workshop
facilitator of the Associatió Cultural TUDANZAS.

THE
TEAM



WEB SITE: www.tudanzas.com
INSTAGRAM: tudanzas.casc.antic
YOUTUBE: TUDANZAS CASC ANTIC
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/TUDANZAS/
E-MAIL: tudanzas.voluntariado@gmail.com
BLOG: https://sites.google.com/view/tudanzasblog/quien-
somos
Espacio TUDANZAS: Carrer Sant Pere Mitjà 65, 

       Barcelona, España,08003

INFORMATIONS

http://www.tudanzas.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TUDANZAS/
https://sites.google.com/view/blog-tudanzas/quien-somos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/view/tudanzasblog/quien-somos


PROJECTS

To see all the projects 
visit our  web 
www.tudanzas.com 


